
Duino Aurisina
on the Shore of the Karst



duino aurisina, on the shores of the karst
A unique range of tourism experiences.
From the coast to the Carso plateau, there are many quality attractions: organised beaches
with all facilities, historical castels, places of artistic value, agritourism facilities, wineries,
hiking trails and paths among the pine woods and oak woods thet from one of the most
unique and fascinating landscapes of the Northern Adriatic area.
Come and discover it!

120 km motorway drive from Venice - 15 km from trieste
a few kilometres from ronchi dei Legionari airport

for information:

Comune di Duino Aurisina
Ph. +39 040 2017372
turismo@comune.duino-aurisina.ts.it
www.comune.duino-aurisina.ts.it

IAT Sistiana (stagionale)
Ph. +39 040 299166
iatsistiana@marecarso.it
www.marecarso.it

www.falesiediduino.it



Municipality of duino aurisina / devin nabrežina
(Comune di duino aurisina / občina devin nabrežina)

aurisina Cave / nabrežina Kamnolomi, 25 - 34011 Duino aurisina / Devin nabrežina (tS)
ph. +39 040 2017111 - fax: +39 040 200245 

www.comune.duino-aurisina.ts.it - www.marecarso.it

education, Culture, sports, Youth, tourism and Public relations office
aurisina / nabrežina, 102 - 34011 Duino aurisina / Devin nabrežina (tS)

ph. +39 040 2017372 - fax +39 040 201307 
turismo@comune.duino-aurisina.ts.it

sistiana / sesljan info Point (iat)
municipal information and tourist accommodation office (seasonal)

Sistiana / Sesljan, 56/B - 34011 Duino aurisina / Devin nabrežina (tS) - ph. +39 040 299166 
iatsistiana@marecarso.it - www.marecarso.it 

rilke tourist Committee
Duino / Devin - 34011 Duino aurisina / Devin nabrežina (tS) - ph. +39 348 9745155

info@duinotourism.it - www.duinotourism.it

TERRITORy

USEFUL INFORMATION

Duino aurisina has always been a bridge between different worlds. Located at the northernmost extreme of the adriatic, it is a
gateway between the east and the west as well as between the mediterranean and Central Europe. no wonder the area
surrounding the springs of the timavo river, a unique river running for the most part underground, has been a place of worship
for the longest time and also the most important local port  until the mid-XVi century. in more recent times the worst horrors of
the war were witnessed here between 1915 and 1917, when the austro-Hungarian and italian armies faced off on mount Grmada,
leaving behind dozens of thousands of victims and a devastated land. now, with geopolitical conditions drastically changed, it
has become one of the best locations to live in or just visit. the first reaction of first-time visitors is usually the statement that
here we have everything and it is true: uncontaminated nature, clear sea, history, archaeology, culture, excellent cooking and
wines, but also very easy access and above all the warmth and congeniality of the people who will make anyone feel at ease,
from people looking for total relaxation to those favouring dynamic sports, from passers-by to those opting for longer stays.
anyone here will find their dimension and happiness: from the wellheads of timavo to the paleontological site of the fisherman
Village, from the castles of Duino to the restructured Bay of Sistiana with the brand new tourist settlement of Portopiccolo, from
the osmica selling local products and the farm restaurants of the Karst Plateau to the thick network of paths for hikers and
cyclists, there is really space for everyone.

this leaflet shortly describes the intention of the municipal administration of Duino aurisina to give visitors the necessary
information to fully exploit everything that the territory can offer, depending on their tastes and needs. We wish to give a warm
welcome to all those who will wish to pay us a visit, certainly they will be very pleased with what they will see.

Andrej Cunja
Councilor for tourism

Vladimir Kukanja
mayor
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USEFUL INFORMATION

hoW to reaCh us
By car or bike:

from Trieste
Leave the city centre of Trieste, direction to Udine - Venice. 

Approx. 15km along the Strada Costiera (SR14), you will reach Sistiana.
from Venice  

Leave the A4 motorway, at the Trieste exits to Duino or Sistiana.  
from Slovenia

Leave the Sežana - Fernetti / Fernetiči border checkpoint, direction to Udine - Venice.
from Austria  

Leave the A23 motorway at the A4 intersection, direction to Trieste, 
and take the exits to Duino or Sistiana.

by train:
Get off the train at the Trieste, Monfalcone or Sistiana-Visogliano stations, 

and reach your destination by public transport or taxi. 
For information on tickets and timetables, visit www.trenitalia.com - www.triestetrasporti.it

by flight:
From the Trieste airport in Ronchi dei Legionari or the Venice Marco Polo Airport, 

you can reach your destination by public transport, rented car or taxi.
For information on tickets and timetables, visit www.trenitalia.com - www.triestetrasporti.it

PuBLiC transPort

usefuL ContaCts

DESTINATION LINE TIME CONTACTS

TRIESTE

E 51 aPt

Bus n.ro 44 
avtobus št. 44
motonave - imbarco Sistiana mare motorni čoln

25 minutes

45 minutes

1h 20 minutes

apt Gorizia
tel. 800955957 -www.aptgorizia.it

trieste trasporti
tel. 800016675 - www.triestetrasporti.it

MONFALCONE – GRADO 
E 21 aPt 25 minutes apt Gorizia

tel. 800955957 - www.aptgorizia.it

DUINO AURISINA
Bus n.ro 43 – 44

taxi / taksi

tel. 800016675
www.triestetrasporti.it
tel. +39 327 6630640

CONTACTS
POLICE tel. 113
GENDARMERY tel. 112
AMBULANCE tel. 118
FIREFIGHTERS tel. 115
EMERGENCY AT SEA tel. 1530
VETERINARIAN tel. +39 040 291131

dr. Paronuzzi

Photographs:
Dario Gasparo, Ernesto D’Elia, Marino Sterle, Lucia Lalovich,
Pino Sfregola, Fabio Crisma, Gabriele Menis



the duino CastLe
the Duino Castle is perched on a rocky Karst
cliff overlooking the sea, with a breathtaking
view over the Gulf of trieste. the beautiful
park surrounding it, with its terraces
overlooking the sea, with its avenues, multi-
coloured flowerbeds, statues and
archaeological finds, offer an unprecedented
romantic charm. the Princes of thurn und
taxis, the owners of the castle, decided to
open it and its park to public visits; most of
their stately mansion is full of important works
of fine art and historical relics. the castle, that
stands on the ruins of a roman outpost and
was built in 1300 aD, is  a massive compound
overlooking the Gulf of trieste. the tour lasts

about an hour and a half and offers the opportunity to admire the rich variety of mediterranean flora
specimen growing in the park, the precious furnishings inside the building, several historical documents,
original letters, family photos and old prints. over the centuries, famous guests have been accommodated
at the castle: Elisabeth of austria (known as Sissi), the Counts of Chambord, archduke of Habsburg
maximilian and his wife Charlotte of Belgium, archduke franz ferdinand, Johann Strauss, franz Liszt,
Paul Valere, Gabriele D'annunzio and especially poet rainer
maria rilke, who composed the first two of the famous Duino
Elegies. more than 18 finely decorated rooms may be visited,
being a testimony of the long history of the thurn und taxis
family. of particular interest is the piano played by Liszt, the
Palladio staircase (an architectural masterpiece), the 360-degree
view that can be enjoyed from the top of the tower, the ramparts
overlooking the sea and the Bunker built in 1943 by the toDt
organisation on behalf of German Kriegsmarine.  
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the oLd CastLe and the Bunker
Since 2010, visitors have had the opportunity to
reach and visit the remains of the old Castle, dating
back to the first century of the year one thousand,
which arise on the ruins of a Druidic temple dedicated
to the Sun God. 
the castle has been restored and safety measures
have been implemented to make of available for
group visits, on reservation and according to a set
schedule. the visit also includes a tour of the bunker,
that has an area of 400 sqm. with a depth of 18 m. it
was built in 1943 by the toDt organisation on behalf
of the German Kriegsmarine for the defence of the
base of Sistiana against a possible landing of the
allied forces. Before the bunker was equipped with
an artillery battery, several local people used to take
shelter inside it when the bombing alarm rang. Between 1945 and 1954, the bunker housed a fuel depot
of the British army. Since 2006, it has been open to the public as a testimony of those tragic years.

info:
Ph. +39 040 208120 fax +39.040.208022  
Booking for groups: fax +39.040.2071398
info@castellodiduino.it, visite@castellodiduino.it
www.castellodiduino.it 
opening times: march and november: 9:30 to 16:00 

from april 1st to September 30th: 9:30 to 17:30 
october: 9:30 to 16:30
Winter: Saturday, Sunday and holidays: 9:30 to 16:00 
Closed on tuesdays  

Bus stop: Duino / Devin, urban lines 43 or 44, aPt suburban line 51

Škerk arts and CuLture Centre
With over thirty years of private personal and financial
commitment, the current resident owners, renown arts
enthusiast and lawyer Jože Škerk, and his wife painter and
graphic designer Zora Koren, are using a section of their
house as an art gallery and a centre for exhibitions and
conferences.
the gallery spreads over two connected storeys: a smaller
room on the ground floor and a bigger one on the first floor,
with extraordinary space and brightness, highlighted by the
bare stone elements and the original strong timber roof truss and hollow flat tiles.
these halls are complemented by the park, which lies at the back of the building. the owners pay great
attention to the naturalistic value of the Karst environment and have therefore skilfully integrated it with
the buildings and the peaceful landscape background fields, woods and hills, growing around the nearby
village of ternova Piccola - trnovca.
Casa Škerk is an elegant and prestigious exhibition, meeting and entertainment complex that is
unmatched in the Karst of trieste and Gorizia, due to its architectural structures and majesty, and the fact
that the Karst scenario perfectly matches the cultural and artistic activities hosted by the owners.

info:
ternova Piccola / trnovca, 15 - 34011 Duino aurisina / Devin nabrežina (tS)
Ph. +39 040 200346 - Ph. +39 3456407888
fax +39 040 200346
info@skerkcenter.it - www.skerkcenter.it
Bus stop: ternova Piccola / trnovca, urban line 43
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the arChaeoLoGiCaL 
site of the BiGGest 
sinGLe itaLian dinosaur  
one of the most interesting palaeontological sites of
Europe is located in Villaggio del Pescatore, the symbol of
which is a dinosaur called antonio, the largest single
dinosaur of italy; it belonged to the Hadrosauridae genus,
that is, the early hadrosaurs which were close relatives of
the american duck-billed hadrosaurids. in addition to
antonio the Dinosaur, the site also enjoys a rich fauna
including other dinosaur specimens of the same species
(Bruno and Zdravko) and the bones of other specimens,
fossils of primitive crocodiles, fish, shrimps and plant
remains.
in spring 2011, a path was opened to host explanatory
panels and a reconstruction of the dinosaur positioned
right in the exact spot of its recovery. 
at the Palaeontological Halls of the museum of natural
History in trieste you will have the chance to admire the
remains of antonio and other findings.
the discovery of the first fossil remains was made towards
the end of the Eighties by some enthusiasts and, in the
early nineties, some excavations started. one of the
findings turned out to belong to a specimen of the dinosaur
group. at the end of her studies at the faculty of Geological
Sciences of the University of trieste, tiziana Brazzatti was
assigned a final term paper including a geological survey
in that area. on april 25th, 1994, she happened to find the
foreleg of a reptile on a limestone outcrop: it was the
discovery of the specimen currently known as antonio.
this prompted the ministry to undertake a new and much
deeper excavation campaign between 1996 1997 and
another one a year later, carried out by the "Stoneage"
team, consisting of experts in palaeontological
excavations, in collaboration with the University of trieste.
it took six months of field work and 3,500 hours of lab
preparation to extract the largest and most complete
dinosaur of italy, and a great number of fauna and plant
remains. this fossil deposit is one of the most important discoveries in the XX century italian
palaeontology: it hosts the only dinosaur found in italy at stratigraphic level and it is still being
systematically excavated and studied by researchers. the presence of these terrestrial reptiles in the
north East of italy required a deep review of the concept of Late Cretaceous palaeographic Karst, that
was believed to be a marine environment or a lagoon; in fact, it must have included also dry land.

how to arrive:
Villaggio del Pescatore / ribiško naselje is less than 20km away from trieste. it can be reached by taking
the Strada Costiera (Sr14) leading to Sistiana till Duino. Coming from Udine or Venice, take the
motorway a4, Duino exit.
Bus lines: Villaggio del Pescatore / ribiško naselje bus stop, urban lines 43 or 44, aPt suburban line 51

info:
for information on the educational and tourist visits to the palaeontological site:
Cooperativa Gemina
Ph. +39 348 4774712
cooperativagemina@gmail.com

trieste Museum of natural history
Via dei tominz, 4 - 34139 trieste (tS)
Ph. +39 040 6758662- fax 040 6758230
open every day except Wednesday, 09.00 to 13.30
sportellonatura@comune.trieste.it - www.museostorianaturaletrieste.it
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"historY and PrehistorY around the tiMaVo"
Mini-MuseuM
the exhibition is conceived with the aim of visually illustrate some
attractions of the district and the testimony of the past. Being organized by
the flondar Speleological Group, the exhibition develops on a
chronological basis, starting with the recent discovery of fauna dating back
to 85 million years ago in the near Villaggio del Pescatore and incorporated
within Cretaceous limestone matrix. Possibly the richest in Europe, so far,
in the fossil deposit the complete skeleton of a herbivore dinosaur has
been found, but surveys have shown the presence of other animal species
animals dating back to the same age. this dinosaur, named antonio by
the scholars, is considered the first known "inhabitant" in our area. Short
trips from the Villagio lead to some popular prehistoric caves, such as the
Blue Cave of Samatorza, where several excavations have been carried
out, and the riparo di Visogliano, where researchers unearthed a
Paleolithic layer, dating back to 400 thousand years. 
the area is characterized by the presence of roman remains, including
the mansio house, with beautiful mosaic floors, located in the district of the
randaccio aqueduct. an extraordinary point of interest is the cave where,
in 1963, a chapel dedicated to the sacred cult of God mithras was discovered; the temple was rebuilt by

the Superintendent of trieste and is the only mithraeum hosted in a natural
cavity in italy.
around the Karst spring of timavo, several natural rock furrows spread in
various directions, being perhaps the remains of a road of prehistoric
origin, linked to the presence of the five Castellieri dell'Ermada
(battlements) of the Hermada and used by the romans, who fought there
in 178 B.C., against Epulon, the tribal king of Histria. Using a large-scale
model, the profile of the area was reconstructed as it possibly appeared
two thousand years ago, when the coastal morphology was quite different
due to a sea level about two meters lower than the current level.
the most relevant remains of the middle ages are the two castles of Duino.
not to mention the Gothic church of San Giovanni in tuba, built on the
ruins of an early Christian basilica, of which only some sections of the wall
and a mosaic floor remain. 
Large part of the exhibition is devoted to WWi, and consists of a collection
of pictures - almost all unpublished - taken at the time when the X and Xi
Battle of the isonzo river were fought (may-September 1917), that is, when

the italian army tried to walk its way to trieste. the Hermada was garrisoned by the austro-Hungarian
army, who had built an sophisticated system of defensive posts, caves, bunkers, observation posts and
five large natural caves equipped to underground shelters, which may now be visited in guided tours. a
large collection of photographs illustrate the destruction following the bombing on villages around the
Hermada and the Duino Castle, the latter being also a military post. a scale model represents the whole
area around the Hermada as it was seen by the thousands on italian and austro-Hungarian soldiers who
lost their lives among these rocks. 
During WWii, this area was the field of the tragic events which
led to the retaliatory destruction of some villages by some
German troops. a section of the exhibition is devoted to the
origins of Villaggio del Pescatore, with the first ten houses built
near the Bratina Promontory, in the early fifties. the village
developed in the following years, hosting the families who chose
to leave the towns on the istrian coast after the end of the war. 

info:
Gruppo Speleologico (Speleological Group) flondar
Ph. +39 339 6908950
flondar@alice.it
Bus lines: Villaggio del Pescatore / ribiško naselje bus stop, urban lines 43 or 44, aPt suburban line 51
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the ChurCh of san GioVanni in tuBa
the Church of San Giovanni in "tuba" or "tumbis",
named after the belief that the dead buried there will
be the first to rise as the trumpet of armageddon
blows, was reconstructed several times on the site
next to the timavo springs, that has been a sacred
place since pre-Christian times. in addition to the altar
of God timavo, several votive inscriptions dedicated
to Saturn, Hercules, Spes augusta may be found
there; nearby, the cave of mithras hosts a low relief
portraying Cautes and Cautopates. the current
building was rebuilt in 1949 by the allied military
Government after the severe war damages and is
similar to the church that was erected in the 15th
century by the Walsees, Lords of Duino. it has a sharp
apse crowned by a star-ribbed vault and crossed by
vertical windows, the design of which inspires the
southern side. adjacent to the northern side, a smaller building hosts the sacristy and a simple bell tower,
the reconstruction of which was inspired by the original design. the frescoes embellishing the church
have been almost completely destroyed, except a fragment on the northern side that can be found on
the rib framing the presbytery. the Church of San Giovanni in tuba was severely damaged by bombing
during the World Wars; only in the early fifties was it rebuilt and restored by the allied military
Government and the then Superintendent of fine arts of trieste. in addition to the excavations, several
finds displayed in sacristy testify the historical events which affected of the Church of San Giovanni. 
a framed plate portrays a cross with almost equal arms and with a split supposedly representing a
"fenestrella confessionis". a significantly important remain is a stone slab engraved with part of an
epigraph dedicated to Patriarch Volderico i of Eppinstein, located on the side of the tomb, testifying the
discovery and burial of the relics of the Blessed (1113). around the church, until 1915 there used to be
a cemetery, some tombstones of which are still visible. Way before the Vii century in the proximity of the
church a Benedictine monastery was erected; no trace is left of it, but for a long it time represented the
starting point for the evangelism of the Slavic world. the church of S. Giovanni in tuba with its
appurtenances has always been a sacred place for people from different ethnic groups and cultures.
Every year until the mid-XVi century a very important one-week long horse market which attracted sellers
and buyers from half of Europe was held here. 

info:
ada Pieri
Ph. +39 380 5401858
Bus stop: San Giovanni di Duino / Štivan bus stop, urban line 43 or 44, aPt suburban line 51

the randaCCio aQueduCt and 
the Mansio roMana
the water that you drink in trieste comes entirely from the
ground water basin of the isonzo river and is conveyed in
our city through the impressive isonzo aqueduct, that was
built in the early 90s.
the randaccio aqueduct, the construction of which began
in 1929, has been expanded several times and during such
developments interesting archaeological roman remains
have been found. 
the interventions of the Superintendence for the artistic,
architectural and historical heritage of friuli Venezia Giulia
brought to life a roman "mansio" dating back to the 1st

century aD, probably used as a staging post. 

info:
aCEGaS aPS Corp.
comunicazione@acegas-aps.it
WWf amP miramare
Ph. +39 333 9339060
carso@riservamarinamiramare.it
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LeGends on the karst reGion
the stone of karst  
Legend has it that in the beginning the Karst was a green and fertile land, full of meadows, forests and
streams. one day the Lord saw that, in a corner of the earth, there was a big pile of rocks that was
making agriculture very hard and appointed Gabriel the archangel to pick them up and throw them into
the sea. Gabriel therefore filled a heavy bag with them and flew towards the adriatic sea. When he
reached the Karst, the devil saw him and, being intrigued, he pierced the sack with its horns. What a
mess! all those stones fell onto the ground and turned the plateau on a huge heap of stones. 

the bora wind  
according to an ancient tale, Bora is a witch who lives in the caves of the Karst to hide from men. During
the winter, she comes out of her shelter together with her son Borino, scourging the world with brutal and
icy gusts. men have tried to imprison her in her thick stone-walled cave in vain, but each time she breaks
out to the sea, she grows stronger and stronger. Linked to other traditions is the legend according to
which Bora was a sweet nymph living in the woods of the Karst region. She used to blow during the
summertime to refresh the men who worked this hard soil. one day two bellicose men came from afar
to build their homes here. one of them killed the God so much loved by Bora, and the nymph, in revenge,
began to blow cold air with unprecedented violence. So, she became enemy of men, and since then,
every winter she has been making  people feel her cold anger.  

Prosciutto and terrano  
Legend has it that one day Jesus went traipsing through the various villages of the Karst. He travelled
with only a little water and some ham in His bag. When the time to eat came, Jesus took His bag and
realized that the ham was gone. Someone had indeed robbed Him. an expression of anger appeared on
the face of Jesus, who said: "from now on anyone who lives in the Karst will suffer from water scarcity,
and never shall water quench the thirst of the man who stole my ham". and since then, no water has been
found on the surface. But the Devil, hearing the words of Jesus, decided to spite him by giving the
delicious terrano wine to the inhabitants of the Karst. and that is how the Karst had ham and wine. 
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the fioraVante CaVe
this cave is a celebrated location by speleologists, historians and researchers.
named "theresien-Höhle" by K.L. moser after Princess teresa of Duino who had hosted him in 1885
during the first archaeological campaign, and then renamed "fioravante" after an interesting story of

swords and heroes, the cave had long been forgotten.
the first internal level, paved with red stalactites formed by the
remains of old Karst quarries, tells the geologic history of the
cavity, its use as a basement by the Princess of Duino and its
works of recovery. 
the second level, three feet deeper, is a testimony of the post-
war period, hiding several finds under the debris: bottles, jars,
other pottery. Historical reports and curious stories about the
area and its dwellers were collected by the kids of the time,
who attended the garrisons.
Going deep into the cave, the remains tell the particular story
of the Kriegsmarine department that garrisoned it between
1915-1917, the Seebataillon triest, composed by young
students from trieste, as reported by their chief, the admiral
alfred von Koudelka, in his diary that also included the
sketches of the objects found under the debris at that time. the
history of the Parco dei Cervi, the Deer Park, the game reserve
that surrounded the entrance, is also reported.
more in depth, the history of the first dwellers of the cavity is
told. Prehistoric men of the mesolithic and neolithic ages lived
the cave: through the reconstruction of the fragment of the
vessels and the artefacts found, very well described in the work
by moser, we clearly understand the connection between the
presence of men in the cave and in the Karst in general.

info:
Cooperativa Gemina
Ph. +39 348 4774712
cooperativagemina@gmail.com
Bus lines: Villaggio del Pescatore / ribiško naselje bus stop, urban lines 43 or 44, aPt 51 suburban line

the MithraeuM CaVe
Between the second half of the 2nd century B.C. and the beginning of the 5th century a.D., inside the
cave mithras was worshipped, the god of indian-iranian origin, born from the rock and therefore
worshipped in underground environments. mithraism was an initiatory cult of salvation, reserved for a
small number of acolytes. its core rite was to sacrifice a bull. 
as in other mitrei, two stone seats were carved. at its bottom, a niche housed a relief - a plaster copy to
which is displayed today - depicting mithras as it slays the bull.
the mithraeum of Duino, one of the oldest in the Western World, is the only one in italy to be built inside
a natural cave. 

how to arrive: 
Walking from the Stazione forestale of Duino, follow the wide trail that runs along the rail road tracks and,
once at the overpass, leave the road turning left, following the trail marked in yellow and red until you get
to the cave.

info:
Soprintendenza per i Beni archeologici del friuli Venezia Giulia
Ph.: +39 040 43631

Visits:
alice Sattolo
Ph. +39 328 9287073
alicesattolo@gmail.com
open every thursday, 9 to 11
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the naturaL reserVe of the duino CLiffs
Established in 1996, the natural reserve of the Duino Cliffs
stretches for 107 hectares in a narrow strip with a bio-
geographical profile ranging from the mediterranean to the
middle European domains. the level of biodiversity is therefore
very high, combining a landscape of rare beauty with its white
limestone embankments overlooking the sea. the 1.7-
thousand-metre trail named after Bohemian poet rainer maria
rilke, was opened in 1987. it leads to the entrance of the
natural reserve in Sistiana and Duino (parking) and its profile
is mostly flat, making it possible for everyone to the walk along
it and enjoy the morphology of the rocks and the richness of the
protected flora and fauna.  

Worth VisitinG
the Cliffs of Duino are the only place in the world where the Centaurea
kartschiana grows, right on the cliffs facing the sea. these Karst surface
profiles carved by the water on the limestone surfaces, is worth studying.
the rain digs spectacular furrowed fields, sink-holes and pans, but it can
also carve the rock, making it possible for the plants to grow among
them. 
the white limestone is the main material found in the reserve, both as
individual towers along the coast, and as rocky outcrops along the ridge,
modelled by the Karst phenomena. 
the rilke trail winds along the ridge of the cliffs between the new Castle
of Duino and Sistiana Bay, along the remains of the military posts; from
its location the wonderful view of the Gulf of trieste, between the mouth
of the isonzo river to Cape Savudrija in Croatia, may be enjoyed. 



aniMaLs and PLants
Just like the rest of the Karst plateau, the Duino Cliffs include
carbonate rocks dating back to the Cretaceous period (120 million
years ago) formed due to the sedimentation of shells of planktonic
animals at the bottom of a shallow sea, the tethys. about 50 million
years ago, during the Eocene era, the seabed was pushed
vertically to the surface as a result of forces of the african
continental plateau moving towards the Baltic plateau, thus creating
the sheer cliffs overlooking the bay. although much of the area of
the reserve is covered by black pines which divide Highway Sr14
from the rilke trail, the area under protection marks a clear
transition from the forest to the mediterranean maquis, mostly
consisting of helm oaks and hornbeams. as you get closer to the
sea, shrubs (terebenthine, Jerusalem thorn and, above all,
Sumach) and rock vegetation thrive. over the screes and ravines,
in particular the St Lucie's Cherry and the Centaurea kartschiana,
an endemic plant with pink-purple flowers, grow. this is the suitable
habitat for reptiles (snakes, lizards and snakes) and for the nesting
of sedentary birds, such as thrushes, herring gulls and ravens, but
do not forget the peregrine falcon, already included in the list of the
endangered species which find shelter in the most inaccessible
areas of the Cliffs. Between autumn and spring, it is easy to see wintering or migratory species, such as
loons, while the pine forest is home to finches, jays, woodpeckers, hawks and squirrels.    

how to arrive:
along Highway Sr14 from trieste to monfalcone and going past the town of Sistiana, reach the parking
lot near the junction to Sistiana mare, where the signs leading to the rilke trail may be found. 
the trail may also be accessed to from the town of Duino. 
Coming from Venice or Udine to trieste, leave the a4 motorway at the Duino exit. 

info:
municipality of Duino aurisina / Devin nabrežina (Comune di Duino aurisina - občina Devin nabrežina)
aurisina Cave / nabrežina Kamnolomi, 25   i 34011 Duino aurisina / Devin nabrežina (tS)
Ph. +39 040 2017111- fax 040 200245 
protocollo@comune.duino-aurisina.ts.it

Sistiana / Sesljan info Point (iat)
Sistiana / Sesljan, 56/b - i - 34011 Duino aurisina / Devin nabrežina (tS) 
Ph./fax: +39 040 299166 
iatsistiana@marecarso.it  
www.falesiediduino.it
info@falesiediduino.it
Bus stop: Duino / Devin or Sistiana mare / Sesljanski zaliv bus stop, urban line 43 or 44, aPt suburban
line 51
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Naturalistic trails:
the riLke traiL - sr
the trail stretches for nearly two
miles along the edge of the Karst
cliffs, that is, the most picturesque
and spectacular stretch of our
coast, with a view overlooking the
Gulf of trieste, the istrian coast and
the shallows of Grado. Due to the
great natural value of the area
between Highway 14 and the
stretch of sea, bordered to the east
by a camping site and by Sistiana
Bay, and to the West by the town
and the castle, in 1996 it was
protected by the regional Law as a
"regional natural reserve of the
Duino Cliffs", taking the algyroides
nigropunctatus as its symbol, that is, a lizard fairly common in the Balkans. 
the trail starts from the parking lot in front of the door of the building of the municipal tourist information
and accommodation office (iat) of Sistiana, where road signs mark the way. the trail includes five
panoramic viewpoints located in strategic locations; the first is located at an altitude of 60, in the stretch

bordered  by the fence of the camp-site, offering a view of Sistiana Bay. 
Past the camp-site and the rilke Shelter, a "griza" and furrowed fields
must be climbed to reach an altitude of 87, protected by a wall; there, an
emplacement allows also a view of the Karst: during WWii, an anti-aircraft
gun was installed there. 
Under that viewpoint, a bunker was built and, going down a few steps, a
small cavern is reached, where a natural window offers an astounding
view of the sea below. 
Walking along stretches along the cliffs protected by fences, walkers are
immersed in a truly extraordinary vegetation. the rilke trail is crowned by
the typical illyrian-Balkan vegetation of the Karst forest that enters the
pine wood, while along the edge of the cliff, on the walls and among the
rocks, the mediterranean maquis prevails, in particular with shrubs and
flowers. among them, a unique endemic species is found, limited to this
particular area: the Centaurea kartschiana. 
the view offered by the high limestone rocks, broken by the deep cracks
caused by the weather, their vertical layers shaped as steep pinnacles

and thin steeples, or the smooth walls that plunge
dramatically into the sea, are simply thrilling. 
in a few hundred metres, all the typical features of the Karst
region may be appreciated: rocks streaked with grooves or
dissolution holes, solution pans, inconsistent stone grinze
and furrowed fields covered by bushes. Stone prevails on
the rilke trail.
the third viewpoint is located at an altitude of 86m. it
consists of an open space between some rocks that form
the bulwark and offers nice overview of the Duino Castle.
after about a 1,300-meter walk, a trail bends into the forest
and leads to the Sr14 regional road, while the rilke trail
continues up to an altitude of 83, originally intended to host
an anti-aircraft piece of machinery. at 1,700 metres, a detour
bends towards the Sr14 regional roaf, while the trail
continues up to Duino, where a 20-metre stretch equipped with ramps (installed in 2003 by the regional
Government) allows also people with special needs to reach the fifth viewpoint. from that viewpoint,
walkers can admire the whole Cliff and the Duino Castle owned by the Principi della torre e tasso, open
to the public since 2003.

austro-hungarian emplacements of the WWi
near the rilke trail six groups of austro-Hungarian military posts built by the admiral alfred von
Koudelka's Seebataillon triest during the WWi, can be admired.



the GeMina traiL - Ge
a trail through villages, activities and nature 
the Via Gemina, the ancient roman road that connected the West to the
East, began in the aquileia area.
the Karst Plateau is a symphony of hills and valleys of rare beauty, with
unique and valuable farm fields, and villages of white stone within the
exuberant green of nature. in this mysterious landscape, the 8-km Gemina
trail connects the villages of malchina, Precenico, San Pelagio, Prepotto
terranova Piccola and Sgonico, a trail suited not only for pedestrians, but also for bikes and horseback
riders. a leisurely excursion accessible to tourists, both young and elderly, an occasion to know a Karst
made of oaks and hornbeams, limes and sun-browned clays, secret ponds and depths, superb fields
colonized by lively vines. in the shadow of the houses, craft activities, farm holidays and a rooted Karst
cuisine thrive. History and legend quietly permeate the heart of the travellers walking along a plateau,
where since the dawn of time man has had to comply with the Law of mother nature. Stone and wind
have drawn trails, fields and shelters. men have understood and materialized the places of their
existence. nothing more.  

saGe traiL - sa
it is a panoramic trail winding along the ridge between
aurisina and Santa Croce. the road is wide and easy
to walk, always sheltered from the wind, even during
the times of Bora. the route is mostly covered with
sage and savoury. the view encloses the Gulf of
trieste and the Lagoon of Grado. Leave the trail and
take a steep road towards the Liburnia lookout, to
enjoy one of the most beautiful views of the coast.
the trail begins in aurisina, where cars can be parked
in front of the municipal Gym of aurisina. return by
the same route.

the aurisina eduCationaL traiL - Pd
the trail is a circular route that starts and ends at the igo Gruden secondary school (parking at the
municipal Gym of aurisina). 
it is divided into 11 stations that highlight the most representative geographical, natural, historical, cultural
and architectural features of aurisina. 
in the courtyard of the school, the fisherman's trail starts (ribiška pot) and runs towards the sea. after
crossing the two railway lines, walk down the stone stairs until you reach the Karst Dougan lookout. from
there, a picturesque view of the coast and the port of aurisina may be enjoyed, with their shellfish farms
and the entire Gulf of trieste. the third station is called Brščice and may be accessed to through the Kugy
trail, that leads to Santa Croce, also known as J. Kugy's trail. Some Karst typical features may be found,
such as the typical mediterranean maquis and the pine forest. at the crossroads, turn uphill to the left
going north-East to get to the former ground water tower. the tower was built at the time of construction
of the southern railway to provide for the water supply of the locomotives, nowadays is a lookout named
Liburnia. Walking through the pine forest, reach the intersection between the road and the path leading
to San Pelagio. then, turn left towards the birth house of poet igo Gruden, then right to S. rocco square.
Here you can visit the parish church and, on the opposite side, the WWii memorial. from the left side of
the church, a narrow driveway leads up to the monument dedicated to poet igo Gruden (1893-1948). 
the next station is Kržada, a small square in the centre of the old town of aurisina, where you can admire
the different structures of Karst architecture. on the north-east side of the old town, turn towards the
fields, which are mostly vineyards. then, walk down towards the Lišček valley, the largest sinkhole in the
area. Before that, turning left, the Šišček dip may be found, where the WWi war cemetery lies. 
from here, walk down towards the opposite side, where the Lišček sinkhole lies, covered with farm fields.
it enjoys a peculiar micro-climate, with a typical vegetation and a natural trough. Coming back from the
sinkhole, walk along a stretch of trail pretty close to the thick vegetation. the route continues through the
highway underpass towards aurisina. near the cemetery, follow the fisherman's trail to the right. once
you get to the B-road, cross it next to the gas station and then reach the marble workshop, where you
will have the chance to get acquainted with the craft that used to be the most significant activity of aurisina
and the surrounding area. 
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the fisherMen's traiL - sP
it is an ancient road used by the fishermen of aurisina to go to the sea for tuna
fishing, with the typical boats called "zoppoli" or "čupe", special boats hollowed
out of a single trunk, which were named after the beach and the port of
aurisina. to reach the trail from aurisina, follow the signs to the municipal Gym
of aurisina, where parking lots are available. the road runs down the steep
cliff towards the waters of the Gulf, surrounded by unique landscapes,
suspended between the sky and the sea. Go back on the same trail.   

the sistiana Mare traiL - sM
it is a 15-min-walk promenade that connects the town of Sistiana with Sistiana Bay.

the Park of the tiMaVo sPrinGs  
on the Karst side of trieste, there is no more sacred place and
full of memories than the timavo Springs. Legend and history
merge in a melancholic and evocative landscape. in the
shadow of majestic cypresses, poplars and sycamores, which
protect the white gothic church of San Giovanni Battista, lie
three springs, across a 50 metre distance. from the first spring
located behind a rock wall, the water flows from tunnels that
are about 70 metres underground. the timavo river represents
a unique feature, since most of it slowly runs underground, in
the bowels of the Karst Plateau. it springs from the side of
mount nevoso in Slovenia and runs on the surface as reka,
sinking into the Caves of S. Canziano, UnESCo world

heritage site, and eventually resurfaces one step from the adriatic. the votive chapel reminds the
traditional worship of God timavo, of probable proto-historic origin, possibly Venetian, just like the wood
and the shrine sacred to founder of the city and Homeric hero Diomede, also connected to the Venetians
and mentioned by Strabo. other tomb-stones were dedicated to the worship of Hercules augustus,
companion of Diomedes' in several endeavours, and to Saturn, the roman god of sowing and harvesting.
Where the church is located today, there might have been a temple dedicated to Speranza augusta, to
whom four tomb-stones from various parts of the empire have been found, paying tribute to the gods for
the favours received. next to the early Christian Church a benedictine monastery was also built, often
visited by pilgrims who were travelling east, being so very important for the evangelization of the slavic
people. Both buildings were destroyed by the attacks of the Hungarians. in the third branch of the timavo
river, archaeological remains have been found testifying the presence of a port used between the fifth
century BC and the eighteenth century aD; it was the most important harbour of the whole area, with a
very important one-week long horse market held here until the mid-XVi century which attracted sellers
and buyers from half of Europe. During WWi, the timavo river was part of the Hermada defensive
system, held by the austrians with great value because it blocked the way to trieste, and therefore
suffered heavy bombing during the several attacks. in this area, major Giovanni randaccio was wounded
to death by the austrian soldiers on may 27th, 1917. today, however, it welcomes visitors as a peaceful
haven where time seems to pass as quiet as the waters of the river, bubbling down to the sea.

History:
the Monte erMada trenChes traiL - st 
During the first World War, the area surrounding the
Hermada was the field of fierce battles. the trail leads
through an interesting section of the remains of the
trenches and caves used as shelters during the battles.
from medeazza, take the trail no. 3, passing just a few
meters north of the top of the Hermada and continue
through the trenches and the caves, to the intersection
with the trail no. 8, that leads to the top of the Hermada
(323m). Continue on the same trail until you find the
Hermada trenches trail that leads to the top of mt.
Gabrnjak (297m). after about 100m, turn left onto the
trail no. 3a through a wide valley, to get to the Coisce
houses. Continue on the trail no. 3a, reach a
crossroads, keep right and continue up to the starting
point. the trail difficulty is moderate and one can easily
switch to other trails, and get to medeazza or malchina, or across the border, to Brestovica. 
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the Punta Bratina traiL - sB
this historic natural trail, opened in 2012 by the flondar
Speleological Group on the Bratina Promontory (Brtinišče),
runs between the Villaggio del Pescatore and the timavo
river. the trail can be entered from the Villaggio or the
ancient gothic church of San Giovanni in tuba. the trail
leads a number of interesting viewpoints in the area. in
particular, to buildings dating back to the times of WWi and
WWii. Equally important are the remains of the road of
probable proto-historic origin and the remains of a roman
building of the first century B.C. (Castel Pucino) that is still
under study. the trail is characterized by rows of stones
and red-and-yellow flags. it leads to a number of sites of
great importance, including the church of John the Baptist
and the place where antonio the dinosaur was found.
tourists will also be attracted by the small museum on the
banks of the Villaggio del Pescatore, where scale models
of the area are exhibited, including the remains of the WWi
and the panels on the history of the village since the 50s.

the sLiVa traiL - sL
from Slivia, a track leads eastwards to the junction with
the trail that leads to the Battlement of Slivia, one of the
main strongholds of our Karst. on the northern side the
terraces which used to support the defensive walls, are still
visible, perhaps due to the fixing of the old one, dating back
to the Bronze age, when the first village was built, that is,
around 1500 B.C. it underwent modifications during WWi
when a gun battery was installed on the hill. today it is one
of the best preserved Proto-historic battlements built on the
peaks of Karst. Continuing on the trail down to aurisina,
you can easily find the Lindner Cave: a wide cavern lit from
above, with a steep tunnel leading down to 175 m. the cavern has been inhabited since the neolithic age.

the Battlement of slivia 
the battlements were fortified towns founded on highlands round the middle Bronze age (7,100-1,365
B.C.). the Battlement of Slivia is one of the best preserved of the Karst trieste area, dating back to the
middle Bronze age. the circular top with its 280-metre diameter, is well preserved on the north-east side,
where it reaches 5 feet of height, while to the south-west of the first wall, a flat may be seen, traditionally
used for residential purposes, as the Bronze, iron and roman age pottery finds recovered during the
excavations seem to testify. During the Great War some gun batteries were installed on the battlement.

the roMan house historiCaL traiL
in the mid-Seventies, a few metres from the Ground Water tower, the dry stone walls of a huge building
were discovered, dating back to the end of the second century B.C. it was the east wing of a building, of
which a 9-metre central body was discovered. most likely it was a workshop for the manufacturing of
stone, and it is the oldest roman building ever discovered in our area. the road leading to the industrial
area of aurisina, after the railway underpass, ends in the area of the quarries. from the top of the hill,
the great 100+ metre deep roman Quarry can be admired. on the south wall, there are signs of the
ancient roman excavations.
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Places where important historical events took place, and where memorials are located:
the Hermada-

the memorial dedicated to the Lupi di toscana and the Cippo randaccio-
the austro-Hungarian cemetery of aurisina-

the rilke trail-
the WWii memorial-
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Cuisine:
the terrano Wine traiL  
in the Karst area, the popular terrano dark wine is produced. it is
produced by using refosco grapes, but the red Karst soil grants it a
unique, intense ruby red colour, with violet hues. the terrano wine
marries beautifully with the Karst prosciutto (Kraški Pršut) and it is
particularly recommended for people suffering from anaemia. its
properties were already known in roman times and it was particularly
appreciated by Empress Livia, who attributed her longevity to this wine
(she died when she was 85, during the 1st century aD). the terrano
wine trail that stretches from Visogliano to opicina, is marked by 18
restaurants, where food is accompanied by terrano wine. the
participating restaurants are identified by signs reading "Strada del
vino terrano" in front of their entrances.

Archaeology:
the MithraeuM CaVe - GM
from the Stazione forestale of Duino, walk along the wide trail that runs along the rail road tracks and,
once at the overpass, leave the road turning left, following the trail marked in yellow and red until you get
to the cave.
Between the second half of the 2nd century BC and the beginning of the 5th century aD, inside the cave
mithras was worshipped, the god of indian-iranian origin, born from the rock and therefore worshipped
in underground environments. mithraism was an initiatory cult of salvation, reserved for a small number
of acolytes. its core rite was to sacrifice a bull. 
as in other mitrei, two stone seats were carved. at its bottom, a niche housed a relief - a plaster copy to
which is displayed today - depicting mithras as it slays the bull.
the mithraeum of Duino, one of the oldest in the Western World, is the only one in italy to be built inside
a natural cave. 

info:
Soprintendenza per i Beni archeologici del friuli Venezia Giulia
Ph.: +39 040 43631

Visits:
alice Sattolo
Ph. +39 328 9287073
alicesattolo@gmail.com
open every thursday, 9 to 11



PortoPiCCoLo sistiana
Portopiccolo Sistiana is a new seaside township, a place to
live and discover in each and every season. thanks to its
great geographical location and technological innovations,
this project is a magical mitteleuropean pearl. Portopiccolo is
located in one of the most evocative place of the northern
adriatic sea, with its 35 hectare area cast between the
marvelous falesie nature reserve and Duino’s castle.
Portopiccolo residential offer comprises about five hundred
luxury units, designed according to the highest eco-friendly
yet comfortable standards. from small apartments to villas,
each with a great view of the sea, these houses are made to
be lived in all year ‘round. Services and accommodation
include a marina with 120 berths, yacht club, beach club,
luxury hotel, spa, convention center and a wide gastronomic
offer with restaurants, bars, ice cream parlor, deli and bakery. 
from Portopiccolo small square finds its way Shopping
Street, an elegant promenade with fashion and accessories
boutiques where one can choose a dress, a perfume or a
home accessory. a site you can live and enjoy through the whole year, thanks to the wide variety of
events planned for both summer and winter: cultural events, musical performances, sporting events,
children's entertainment and much more.Portopiccolo represents the true possibility of a life lived in
perfect harmony with nature without having to renounce to the benefits of modern technology. Due to its
modern construction techniques, its high performing materials and the use of renewable energy sources

like sun and seawater, this comfortable and innovative
project represents a clear example of a zero
enviromental impact zone. Designed with a penchant
for excellence, Portopiccolo has a charm like no other
place and it’s ready for you to discover. 

info:
Ph +39 040 291291
info@portopiccolosistiana.it -
www.portopiccolosistiana.it
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BAIA DI SISTIANA
nature, sun, sea and loads of fun. all this and
more will be warming up summer at Baia di
Sistiana, the perfect leisure destination.
Baia di Sistiana is brimming with vitality, a unique
environment where US West Coast lifestyle is
dyed in italian colours.
this new lifestyle starts with the daytime activities
held at Parco Caravella. it offers cabins, sun
beds, deck chairs and beach umbrellas, along
with the option of rental equipment covering every
type of sport.  Canoes, windsurfs, stand-up
paddle boards (SUPs), small sailing boats, beach
volley and beach tennis courts are all available. a

well-equipped diving centre offers a rare chance to discover the wonders of the unspoilt seabeds, whilst
climbing enthusiasts will enjoy the challenging cliff faces that frame the bay.  
for the kids, Parco Caravella continues to offer its animation programme free of charge during weekends.
active and sporty by day, lively and glamorous by night. in a word: Cantera. nights that suit every taste
appeal to an audience of all ages and nationalities, Cantera draws visitors from all over friuli Venezia
Giulia, Slovenia and the Veneto region.
it will be a summer of new arrivals and revivals. for 2014, Cantera has announced events set to draw
large audiences with high-profile performers. DJ sets and themed evenings from Latin american nights
to tango, from hip-hop to the best music from the’80s and ’90s, not to mention broadcasting of live events
on tV such as moto GP, formula 1 and fifa World Cup, are all sure to create an unforgettable
atmosphere for your summer nights. the restaurants will also be revealing changes. Cantera Social Club
will be offering 25 Burger&tartare. this young, trend-setting venue offers nutritious creative sandwiches
skilfully prepared right in front of you. 
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the trieste adVenture Park (taP)
the trieste adventure Park is the first amusement park with thrilling canopy
tours among the trees of the forest. You will walk suspended in the air at more
than 15 metres above the ground, you will jump into the void to grasp a
creeper, just like tarzan; you will put yourself in extreme situations where only
your skills and your courage will help you. the Gravità Zero amateur Sports
Society, with its sports experts, will take care of the basic training on the test
track (briefing), and preside over the first moves of the guests of the trails. 

info:
Gravità Zero
Ph. +39 040 0640283 - +39 346 6326133
info@gravitazerotrieste.it, info@triesteadventurepark.it
www.gravitazerotrieste.it, www.triesteadventurepark.it
Bus stop: Ceroglie / Cerovlje stop, urban line 43

duino BoWLinG 
a world of entertainment, sports and events that
will make your evening unforgettable.
it includes 16 bowling lanes, a game arcade and
snooker hall, a restaurant-pizzeria and 4
swimming pools, one of which for children only,
and a whirlpool. 
You can spend a days of pure fun and relaxation.

info:
Bowling Duino
Duino / Devin, 5/D - 34011 Duino aurisina / Devin
nabrežina (tS)
Ph. +39 040 208362 - +39 040 208238
www.bowlingduino.it - info@bowlingduino.it
Bus stop: Duino / Devin, urban line 43 or 44, aPt
suburban line 51

CLiMBinG
Sistiana Bay, within the Caravella Park, is surrounded by the Panza del
mus cliff, located on the right side of the Bay. a visit is recommended at
the end of a quiet day at the beach. Climbing after 4 pm is highly
recommended on the south-east side.
trails are easy to medium difficulty.
Panza del mus trails (from the left):
Spigolo 6c, Pesce d'aprile 7°, Classica 5°, nel blu... 6b/6b+, Questione
di feeling 6a

Cantera Beach Café is home to osteria del mare, a waterfront terrace on which mouthwatering fish
specialities are served in a cheerful and informal setting.
Last but not least, Cohiba Lounge Beach Bar is a Caribbean “chiringuito” by day. By night it turns into
the perfect location for a beachfront aperitif in the company of great music.

info:
Parco Caravella
+39 348 0982593 - spiagge@baiadisistiana.com - www.baiadisistiana.com
Cantera Dance & food
+39 338 1289416 +39 335 1287724 - info@cantera.it - www.cantera.it
Cohiba Lounge Bar
+39 346 9670530 +39 347 8082607 - info@cohibasistiana.it - www.cohibasistiana.it

Bus: Sistiana mare stop on urban line n° 43 or n° 44, Sistiana stop on the extra-urban line, run by aPt
(the Provincial transport organisation), n° 51.
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NAUTICAL ASSOCIATIONS
NAME STREET ADDRESS CONTACTS
CIRCOLO VELICO DUINO Duino – Devin, 62 tel. +39 333 2477724

cvduino@libero.it - www.circolovelicoduino.it
ASD DIPORTO NAUTICO SISTIANA Sistiana – Sesljan, 50/a tel. +39 040 291.207

info@dnsistiana.it - www.dnsistiana.it
ASD SISTIANA89 Sistiana – Sesljan, 215/b tel. +39 040 299936

sistiana89@hotmail.com - www.sistiana89.it
YACHT CLUB-JADRALNI KLUB ČUPA Sistiana mare – Sesljanski zaliv tel. - fax +39 040 299858

info@yccupa.org - www.yccupa.org
SOCIETÀ NAUTICA PIETAS JULIA Sistiana mare – Sesljanski zaliv tel./fax +39 040 291213

pietas.julia@tiscali.it - www.pietasjulia.it
SOCIETÀ NAUTICA LAGUNA Villaggio del Pescatore

ribiško naselje, 72
tel./fax +39 040 208020
nautica.laguna@libero.it
www.nauticalaguna.it

ASD POLISPORTIVA SAN MARCO Villaggio del pescatore
ribiško naselje, 33/a

tel. +39 040 208432
info@polisportivasanmarco.it
www.polisportivasanmarco.it

DUINO 45° NORD Villaggio del Pescatore
ribiško naselje, 66

tel. +39 345 4499798
info@duino45nord.com - www.duino45nord.com

ASD GRUPPO DIPORTISTICO
RISORGIVE DEL TIMAVO

Villaggio del Pescatore
ribiško naselje

tel. +39 338 4519284
famulari.giuseppe@gmail.com

BATHING ESTABLISHMENTS
NAME STREET ADDRESS CONTACTS
DAMA BIANCA** Duino – Devin, 61/C tel. +39 040 208137 - fax +39 040 208258

info@alladamabianca.com
www.alladamabianca.com

CASTELREGGIO Sistiana mare – Sesljanski zaliv, 74

LE GINESTRE*** marina di aurisina – nabrežinski breg tel. +39 040 200364
www.ginestre.ts.it

BAGNI LE FALESIE Portopiccolo Sistiana-Sesljan tel. +39 040 9977788
info@portopiccolosistiana.it
www.portopiccolosistiana.it

PARCO CARAVELLA Sistiana mare – Sesljanski zaliv tel. +39 348 09 82 593
spiagge@baiadisistiana.com
www.baiadisistiana.com

VARIOUS SERVICES
NAME SERVICE STREET ADDRESS CONTACTS
PORTOPICCOLO
SISTIANA-SESLJAN

marina and boat rental Portopiccolo Sistiana - Sesljan tel. +39 040 9977711
info@portopiccolosistiana.it
www.portopiccolosistiana.it

LEGHISSA MICHELE Horseback riding medeazza - medjevas, 5 tel. +39 347 4836436
leghi14@yahoo.it

LA MEZZALUNA Horseback riding malchina - mavhinje, 54/a tel. e fax +39 040 291529
info@mezzalunanet.it
www.mezzalunanet.it

ALTERNATIVA SPORT Bike rental Sistiana - Sesljan, 41/D tel. +39 040 2916120
alternativasport@alternativasport.com
www.alternativasport.com

CARSOKRAS.COM Bike rental and 
boat trips

Duino - Devin, 50 tel. +39 347 4400895
tel. +39 349 0095369
info@carsokras.com
www.carsokras.com

MARINA TIMAVO Boat rental and trips S. Giovanni - Štivan, 29/a tel. +39 040 209868
fax. +39 040 299265
info@marinatimavo.it
www.marinatimavo.com

COMITATO TURISTICO
ECONOMICO RILKE
GOSPODARSKO TURISTIČNI
ODBOR RILKE

info Point Duino - Devin tel. +39 348 9745155
info@duinotourism.it
www.duinotourism.it

SISTIANA DIVING activities diving Sistiana mare - Sesljanski zaliv tel. +39 337 1250049
sistianadiving@gmail.com
facebook: Caosdivers

PISCINE BOWLING DUINO Swimming Pool Duino - Devin, 5/D tel. +39 040 208238
tel. +39 040 208362
fax +39 040 2070108
info@bowlingduino.it
www.bowlingduino.it
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the osMiCa  
Crossing the Karst land, at the intersections and near some houses you
will see a bunch of ivy, the popular frond, signifying the presence of an
"osmica" or osmizza, an absolutely unique tourist offer. its origin dates
back to the time when Empress maria theresa granted permission to
farmers for the retail selling of wine and some products (bread, boiled
eggs and sausages) at their own houses, basements or backyards for a
period of 8 days (named after the Slovenian osem). for those who wish
to discover the Karst, a visit at an osmica is a must, merging with the
rhythm of the Karst life, tasting local products, such as the refosco,
terrano, malvasia and Vitovska wines, and buy high quality products,
such as wine, oil, honey and cheese. the osmicas are open at different
times of the year; to find an open osmica, ask the tourist information office
or follow the fronds at the side of the road. 

OSMIZZE

NAME STREET ADDRESS CONTACTS
GRECO CORRADO
OSMIZZA LE TORRI DI SLIVIA

aurisina Cave – nabrežina Kamnolomi
62/a

tel. +39 338 3515876
info@letorridislivia.net - www.letorridislivia.it

KOŠUTA SILVANO aurisina S.Croce – nabrežina Križ, 21/b tel. +39 040 220708
PERTOT GABRIEL aurisina – nabrežina, 10 tel. +39 040 200957 - tel. +39 339 1024723
ANDREA ANTONIČ Ceroglie – Cerovlje, 34 tel. +39 040 299800 - tel. +39 349 5441529

antonicelisabetta@hotmail.it
MARTIN TERČON (e Štefan) Ceroglie – Cerovlje, 30 tel. +39 040 299435
PAOLO ANTONIČ
Na Púnkišči

malchina – mavhinje, 50 tel. +39 040 299985
napunkisci@gmail.com 

NORMA ANGELINI malchina – mavhinje, 11 tel. +39 040 299806
TERČON LISJAK malchina – mavhinje, 42 tel. +39 040 299450 - tel. +39 347 3152582

joskotercon@alice.it 
FRANC FABEC malchina – mavhinje, 49 tel. e fax +39 040 299442

tel. +39 333 2736552
info@fabec.it -www.fabec.it

PIPAN ADRIANA Silvia
OSMIZA PIPAN KLARIČ

malchina – mavhinje, 58/a tel. +39 040 2907049
roklari@tin.it

PIPAN VASILIJ malchina – mavhinje, 22/D tel. +39 040 299453 - tel. +39 347 7658968
halfpipe@alice.it

RADETIČ SIDONJA medeazza – medjevas, 10 tel. +39 040 208987
sidonja.radetic@libero.it 

LUCIANA PAHOR medeazza – medjevas, 14 tel. +39 328 9685611
az.agr.pahorluciana@gmail.com

NADIA LEGIŠA medeazza – medjevas, 16 tel. +39 040 208451
PAOLO PERNARCICH medeazza – medjevas, 21 tel. +39 388 6104103 - tel. +39 040 208601

irena.zivec@libero.it
BORIS PERNARCIC medeazza – medjevas, 7 tel. +39 040 208375 - tel. +39 333 3649175

fruske1@alice.it
RADOVAN ŠEMEC Precenico – Prečnik, 3/b tel. +39 040 200613
ŠKERK Prepotto – Praprot, 20 tel. +39 040 200156

www.skerk.com - info@skerk.com 
GABROVEC IVAN Prepotto – Praprot, 15 tel. +39 329 1540629

ivangabrovec@hotmail.it
RENATA REBULA Prepotto – Praprot, 19 tel. +39 040 200782
BENIAMINO ZIDARICH Prepotto – Praprot, 23 tel. +39 040 201223

info@zidarich.it - www.zidarich.it
STUBELJ IVANA San Pelagio - Šempolaj, 52/b tel. +39 040 201149
IZTOK PERIC Slivia – Slivno, 2/a tel. +39 040 200634
REBULA MARCO Slivia – Slivno, 6 tel. +39 347 5686191
ADA CANTE Slivia – Slivno, 25 tel. +39 040 200750
ALBERTO ŠKERK ternova Piccola – trnovca, 4 tel. +39 040 200937
MARIA LOZEJ ternova Piccola – trnovca, 9/a tel. +39 040 201087
IVAN PERNARCICH Visogliano – Vižovlje, 1/c tel. +39 040 291498 - tel. +39 333 5025086

r.daria@libero.it
www.osmizemalchina.it e www.osmize.com



farM hoLidaYs  
Besides the branches, in the Karst area, during the last few years, new and interesting farms have
flourished, offering accommodation opportunities and food & wine retail sale. in the comfort of the
mansions surrounded by gardens, guests can enjoy the traditional local cuisine prepared with local fruit,
vegetables and meat.    

Wines 
the vines growing in the Karst area are the result of the effective management of a harsh and demanding
land. the grape arbours look like a mirage in the uneven and steep sides plateau. Wine enthusiasts will
deeply love the red terrano, the white malvasia, the unusual and indigenous Vitovska and Glera grapes.
this area is the right place to start getting acquainted with those farmers who are working hard to make
good use of the opportunities offered by the vineyards, which are, in many ways, unprecedented.
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NAME WINE Direct Selling Company visits STREET ADDRESS CONTACTS

AZIENDA AGRICOLA KANTE Malvasia/Malvazija, Sauvignon, Chardonnay, Vitov-
ska, Pinot Nero/Črni pinot, Terrano/Teran, Rosso, Brut
KK Spumante/Penina, Brut KK Rosè, Extrò

X Prepotto – Praprot, 1/A Tel. +39 040 200255
Fax +39 040 245 74 71
kante@kante.it - www.kante.it

AZIENDA AGRICOLA ZIDARICH
di Zidarich Beniamino

Malvasia/Malvazija, Vitovska, Terrano/Teran, Ruje,
Prulke

X Prepotto – Praprot, 23 Tel. +39 040 201223
info@zidarich.it - www.zidarich.it

LUPINC Malvasia/Malvazija, Vitovska, Terrano/Teran, 
Stara Brajda, Dulcis in fundo

X Prepotto – Praprot, 11/B Tel. + 39 040 200848 - Tel. + 39 345 57171274
info@lupinc.it  www.lupinc.it

ŠKERK Malvasia/Malvazija, Sauvignon, Vitovska,
Terrano/Teran, Idila

X Prepotto – Praprot, 20 Tel. +39 040 200156
www.skerk.com - info@skerk.com

USAJ MARTINO Vitovska, Aroma X Aurisina – Nabrežina, 8 Tel. +39 339 4193779
info@agriturismousaj.it - www.agriturismousaj.it 

PERTOT GABRIEL Malvasia/Malvazija, Terrano/Teran X Aurisina – Nabrežina, 10 Tel. +39 040 200957 
Tel. +39 349 5221395

KOŠUTA SILVANO Malvasia/Malvazija X Aurisina S.Croce
Nabrežina Križ, 21/b

Tel. +39 040 220708

FRUŠKE SOCIETÀ AGRICOLA 
DI BORIS PERNARCIC

Malvasia/Malvazija, Terrano/Teran, Vitovska X Medeazza – Medjevas, 7 Tel. +39 040 208375
Tel. +39 333 1051239
fruske1@alice.it

AGRIRISTORO
ANTONIČ

Vitovska, Terrano/Teran X Ceroglie – Cerovlje, 44 Tel. e Fax +39 040 299798
Tel. +39 340 5847185
antannam@libero.it 
www.kmetijaantonic.it

PIPAN ADRIANA Silvia Malvasia/Malvazija, Vitovska X Malchina - Mavhinje, 58/a Tel. +39 040 2907049
roklari@tin.it

RADOVAN ŠEMEC Chardonnay, Vitovska, Terrano/Teran X Precenico – Prečnik, 3/b Tel. +39 040 200613

STUBELJ IVANA Malvasia/Malvazija, Chardonnay, Vitovska,
Terrano/Teran

X San Pelagio – Šempolaj, 52/b Tel. +39 040 201149

KERIN S.S. Malvasia/Malvazija, Vitovska, Terrano/Teran X Sistiana – Sesljan, 59/Z Tel. +39 339 5338782

X

X

X

X

KARST WINES

FARMS

NAME STREET ADDRESS CONTACTS
USAJ MARTINO aurisina – nabrežina, 8 tel. +39 339 4193779

info@agriturismousaj.it - www.agriturismousaj.it 
FABEC FRANC malchina – mavhinje, 49 tel. e fax +39 040 299442 - tel. +39 333 2736552

info@fabec.it - www.fabec.it
PIPAN ADRIANA SILVIA malchina – mavhinje, 58/a tel. +39 040 2907049

roklari@tin.it
RADETIČ SIDONJA medeazza – medjevas, 10 tel. +39 040 208987

sidonja.radetic@libero.it 
PERNARCIC PAOLO medeazza - medjevas, 21 tel. +39 040 208601 - tel. +39 388 6103104

irena.zivec@libero.it
SVARA MARTINA ternova Piccola - trnovca, 14 tel. +39 040 200898

martina.svara@alice.it
ITTITURISMO AL PESCATURISMO Villaggio del Pescatore – ribiško naselje tel. +39 040 209846 - tel. +39 339 6390473

fax +39 040 208265
co.l.m.i@libero.it - www.alpescaturismo.it/
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traditionaL ProduCts
in addition to wines, one of the most typical and tastiest Karst products are olive oil,
honey, ham and cheese. these products are prepared by private producers or small
farms and that is why they are high-quality products. 

NAME PRODUCT Direct Selling Company visits STREET ADDRESS CONTACTS

FINOTTO CATERINA Olive Oil X Aurisina Cave
Nabrežina Kamnolomi, 79/F

Tel. +39 040 200673

ZIDARICH DARIO Cheese X X

X X

Prepotto – Praprot, 36 Tel. +39 392 5594992
zidaric@tiscali.it

AZIENDA AGRICOLA PRESELJ MICHELA Cheese X X Sistiana – Sesljan, 56 Tel. +39 338 4009364

PERNARCICH IVAN Cheese X X Visogliano – Vižovlje, 1/C Tel. +39 040 291498
Tel. +39 333 5025086
r.daria@libero.it

AGRIRISTORO ANTONIČ Cheese X X Ceroglie – Cerovlje, 44 Tel. e Fax +39 040 299798
Tel. +39 340 5847185
antannam@libero.it 
www.kmetijaantonic.it

STUBELJ IVANA Olive Oil X San Pelagio – Šempolaj, 52/b T

RADETIC SIDONJA Cheese – Ham Medeazza - Medjevas, 10 Tel. +39 040 208987
sidonja.radetic@libero.it

XPERNARCIC PAOLO Cheese – Ham Medeazza - Medjevas, 21 Tel. +39 040 208601
Tel. +39 388 6103104
irena.zivec@libero.it

X XAZIENDA AGRICOLA FARMA JAKNE
DI PERIC DAVIDE

Honey– Olive Oil S. Giovanni - Štivan, 19/B Tel. +39 335 7780427
farma.jakne@gmail.com

XFRUŠKE SOCIETÀ AGRICOLA
DI BORIS PERNARCIC

Honey– Ham Medeazza - Medjevas, 7 Tel. +39 040 208375
Tel. +39 333 1051239
fruske1@alice.it

el. +39 040 201149

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCERS
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restaurants  
traditional cuisine enthusiasts will deeply enjoy the products offered by the Gemina area. With its long
Karst tradition, where the substantial dishes bring out the taste of the simple basic ingredients, the
highland recipes will satisfy all traditional cuisine enthusiasts.
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RESTAURANTS, PIZZA, PUBS

AL CAVALLUCCIO Duino – Devin, 61/d Tel. e Fax +39 040 208133 
alcavalluccio@libero.it - www.alcavalluccio.it

FRANZ JOSEF STUBE Aurisina Stazione - Nabrežina Postaja, 39 Tel. +39 040 2024127 - Tel. +39 340 5765322
sandramoretti1967@libero.it 

PIZZERIA PAM PAM Aurisina – Nabrežina, 168 Tel. +39 040 201312 - Tel. +39 348 7883950
pizzeriapampam@hotmail.com

BIRRERIA BUNKER Aurisina – Nabrežina, 97 Tel. +39 040 200228
www.birreriabunker.it - info@birreriabunker.it

AL PESCATORE Duino – Devin, 69 Tel. +39 040 208188 - Fax +39 040 2071162
hotelalpescatore@email.it
www.alpescatoreduino.it

Ristorante ALLA DAMA BIANCA Duino – Devin, 61/C Tel. +39 040 208137 - Fax +39 040 208258
info@alladamabianca.com
www.alladamabianca.com

RISTORANTE PIZZERIA 
BOWLING DUINO

Duino – Devin, 5/D Tel. +39 040 208238 - Tel. +39 040 208362
Fax +39 040 2070108 
info@bowlingduino.it - www.bowlingduino.it

PANINOTECA MARILLON Sistiana – Sesljan, 123 Tel. +39 331 1531415 
GRAN OSTERIA TRE NOCI Sistiana – Sesljan, 33 Tel. +39 040 299222 - Fax +39 040 2032975

info@trenoci.com - www.trenoci.com
EDEN Sistiana – Sesljan, 42/A Tel. +39 040 2907042 - Fax +39 040 2908253

info@edensistiana.it - www.edensistiana.it
OSTERIA LO SCOGLIETTO Sistiana - Sesljan, 209 Tel. +39 040 0640544 - 329 2661913

osterialoscoglietto@gmail.com
RISTORANTE AI 7 NANI Sistiana – Sesljan, 54/E Tel. +39 040 299170 - Fax +39 040 291481

hotelsettenani@hotmail.com - www.hotelsettenani.it
RISTORANTE GAUDEMUS Sistiana – Sesljan, 57/E Tel. +39 040 299255 - Tel. +39 347 2241926 

Fax +39 040 2908021
gaudemus@gaudemus.com - www.gaudemus.com

RISTORANTE PIZZERIA SAN MAURO Sistiana – Sesljan, 122 Tel. +39 040 299486 Fax +39 040 2916071
ristorantesanmauro@yahoo.it

TRATTORIA DA GINO Sistiana – Sesljan, 59 Tel. +39 040 299273 - Tel. +39 040 291515
trattoriadagino@virgilio.it - www.dagino.wpeople.it

RISTORANTE IL GABBIANO Villaggio del Pescatore - Ribiško naselje, 103 Tel. +39 040-208145
BAIA DEGLI USCOCCHI Villaggio del Pescatore - Ribiško naselje, 162 Tel. +39 040 208799 - Fax +39 040 208799

info@baiadegliuscocchi.com
www.baiadegliuscocchi.com

RISTORANTE SOCIALE
(Società nautica Laguna)

Villaggio del Pescatore - Ribiško naselje, 72 Tel. +39 040 208651

TRATTORIA SUBAN Ternova Piccola – Trnovca, 16 Tel. +39 040 200175

ZIO BIO DA CIRO Duino - Devin, 81/C Tel. +39 040 208226 - 327 0763829
ziobiodaciro@gmail.com

PIZZERIA AGLI ELFI Malchina – Mavhinje, 57/A Tel. +39 040 290 7048
TRATTORIA TERZONI (Osteria Boris) Malchina – Mavhinje, 1 Tel. +39 040 299449
RISTORANTE MEZZALUNA Malchina – Mavhinje, 54/A Tel. e Fax +39 040 291529  

info@mezzalunanet.it - www.mezzalunanet.it
ALLEGRA FATTORIA
Ristorante Pizzeria

Malchina – Mavhinje, 23/A Tel. +39 040 299939 - Tel. +39 338 4817783 
allegra.fattoria@hotmail.it 
www.allegrafattoriaincarso.it

CANOVELLA DE' ZOPPOLI Marina di Aurisina – Nabrežinski breg Tel. +39 040 200616

TRATTORIA DA FRANZ Precenico – Prečnik, 14 Tel. +39 040-200525
TRATTORIA GRUDEN San Pelagio - Šempolaj, 49 Tel. +39 040 200151 - Fax +39 040 200854

info@myresidence.it - www.myresidence.it 
PANINOTECA LA GIOSTRA Slivia – Slivno, 36 Tel. +39 349 1037144
TRATTORIA SARDOČ Slivia – Slivno, 5 Tel. +39 040 200146

info@sardoc.com 

TRATTORIA DA PINO Medeazza - Medjevas, 10/A Tel. +39 040 208296
i.radetic@alice.it

MAXI'S BEACH CLUB RISTORANTE Portopiccolo Sistiana-Sesljan Tel. +39 040 9977777
info@portopiccolosistiana.it
www.portopiccolosistiana.it

BRIS Portopiccolo Sistiana-Sesljan Tel. +39 040 9977799
info@portopiccolosistiana.it
www.portopiccolosistiana.it

L’ORO DI NAPOLI Portopiccolo Sistiana-Sesljan Tel. +39 040 9977766
info@portopiccolosistiana.it
www.portopiccolosistiana.it

TRATTORIA SARDOČ Precenico – Prečnik, 1/B Tel. +39 040 200871
info@sardoc.eu - www.sardoc.eu

CHIOSCO VERDE Sistiana Mare – Sesljanski zaliv Tel. +39 339 4783591 - Tel. +39 334 6690608
vincenzopinto_006@fastwebnet.it
www.chioscoverde.com 

NAME STREET ADDRESS CONTACTS
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NAME STREET ADDRESS CONTACTS
ALBERGO GARNÌ AURORA * Duino – Devin, 15 tel. +39 040 208212 - fax +39 040 2070038

info@albergogarniaurora.it
www.albergogarniaurora.it

DAMA BIANCA* Duino – Devin, 61/C tel. +39 040 208470 - fax +39 040 208258
info@alladamabianca.com
www.alladamabianca.com

VILLA GRUBER pensione ** Duino – Devin, 61/f tel. +39 040 208115 - fax +39 040 2071119
villagruber@alladamabianca.com
www.alladamabianca.com

AL PESCATORE** Duino – Devin, 69 tel. +39 040 208188 - fax +39 040 2071162
hotelalpescatore@email.it
www.alpescatoreduino.it

ALLEGRA FATTORIA malchina – mavhinje, 23/a tel. +39 040 299939 - tel. +39 338 4817783
allegra.fattoria@hotmail.it 
www.allegrafattoriaincarso.it

GRAN OSTERIA TRE NOCI*** Sistiana – Sesljan, 33 tel. +39 040 299222
fax +39 040 2032975 
info@trenoci.com - www.trenoci.com

LOCANDA GAUDEMUS*** Sistiana – Sesljan, 57 tel. +39 040 299255 - fax +39 040 2908021
gaudemus@gaudemus.com www.gaudemus.com

HOTEL EDEN*** Sistiana – Sesljan, 42/a tel. +39 040 2907042 - fax +39 040 2908253
info@edensistiana.it - www.edensistiana.it

AI SETTE NANI*** Sistiana – Sesljan, 54/E tel. +39 040 299170 - fax +39 040 291481
hotelsettenani@hotmail.com - www.hotelsettenani.it

AI SETTE NANI DEPENDANCE** Sistiana – Sesljan, 54/C tel. +39 040 299170 - fax +39 040 291481
hotelsettenani@hotmail.com - www.hotelsettenani.it

HOTEL alla DOLINA garnì ** Sistiana – Sesljan, 54/f tel. +39 040 299350 - fax +39 040 2908287
info@hoteldolina.it - www.hoteldolina.it

BED & BREAKFAST
NAME STREET ADDRESS CONTACTS
CANOVELLA aurisina – nabrežina, 153/f1 tel. +39 040 2024153 - tel. +39 348 3142494

bed4u@canovella.it - www.canovella.it
CASTELLO Duino – Devin, 35/a tel. +39 040 208120 - fax +39 040 2071398

visite@castellodiduino.it
PORTO DEL BIVIO Duino – Devin, 75/V tel. +39 040 208300 - tel. +39 339 2864170

federica.marchesich65@gmail.com
www.portodelbivio.it

PANE E TULIPANI Duino – Devin, 75/Z tel. +39 329 7213197
pantulipani@gmail.com
www.pantulipani.wordpress.com

DUINO STELLA MARIS Duino – Devin, 78/D tel. + 39 347 2311979 - tel. +39 392 9569896
info@duinostellamaris.it - www.duinostellamaris.it

PEGAN SILVANA Duino – Devin, 78/i tel. +39 345 0934730
krikovacic@gmail.com

STRUPETOU malchina – mavhinje, 16 tel. +39 040 2907126 - tel. +39 347 7950723
info@strupetou.it - www.strupetou.it

OLTREMARE Sistiana – Sesljan, 34/E tel. +39 338 9378246
info@oltremaresistiana.it - www.oltremaresistiana.it

SOLEMARE Sistiana – Sesljan, 230/B tel. e fax +39 040 2907143 - tel. +39 339 3259225
gabriellasil@alice.it

LE FALESIE Sistiana – Sesljan, 29/a tel. + 39 380 7023047
bb@lefalesie.it - www.lefalesie.it

DA ROSY Sistiana – Sesljan, 59/L tel. +39 333 3458435
darosybb@gmail.com - www.darosy.it

BAIA ARCOBALENO Sistiana – Sesljan, 57/t tel. +39 392 4204404
info@baiaarcobaleno.it - www.baiaarcobaleno.it

BURJA ternova Piccola – trnovca, 12/a tel. +39 328 3792699 - tel. +39 040 2024133
www.burja.it - bbburja@gmail.com 

HOTEL POSTA*** Sistiana – Sesljan, 51 tel. +39 040 299103 - fax +39 040 299859
info@hotelposta.ts.it
www.hotelposta.ts.it

BAIA DEGLI USCOCCHI** Villaggio del Pescatore
ribiško naselje, 162

tel. +39 040 208799 - fax +39 040 208799
info@baiadegliuscocchi.com
www.baiadegliuscocchi.com
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HOLIDAY HOUSES AND FLATS
NAME STREET ADDRESS CONTACTS
GRUDEN 
di GRUDEN VANDA

Prepotto – Praprot, 14 tel. +39 040 200151 - fax +39 040 200854
info@myresidence.it - www.myresidence.it

RESIDENCE VILLA SUSY Duino – Devin, 25/D tel. +39 040 208188 - fax +39 040 2071162
villasusy@hotmail.it - www.residencevillasusy.it

ROOMS FOR RENT
NAME STREET ADDRESS CONTACTS
Ristorante Locanda Bar
AL CAVALLUCCIO

Duino - Devin, 61/D tel. e fax +39 040 208133 
alcavalluccio@libero.it - www.alcavalluccio.it

VILLA RILKE Duino - Devin, 75/E tel. +39 347 0197928 - fax +39 040 2070030
info@villarilke.it - www.villarilke.it

IL VELIERO Duino - Devin, 50 tel. +39 349 0095369
info@ilveliero.org - www.ilveliero.org

VILLA BORGO DUINO Duino - Devin, 75/Pr tel. e fax +39 040 208872 - tel. +39 345 8562602
info@villaborgoduino.it - www.villaborgoduino.it

GRUDEN San Pelagio – Šempolaj, 49 tel. +39 040 200151 - fax +39 040 200854
info@myresidence.it - www.myresidence.it

FARMS WITH LODGINGS
NAME STREET ADDRESS CONTACTS
RADOVIC NEVO*** aurisina – nabrežina, 138/a tel. + 39 040 200173 - info@agriturismoradovic.it

www.agriturismoradovic.it
LE TORRI DI SLIVIA aurisina Cave

nabrežina Kamnolomi, 62/a 
tel. + 39 338 3515876 - fax +39 040 2022025 
info@letorridislivia.net - www.letorridislivia.net

HERMADA*** Ceroglie – Cerovlje, 1/o tel. + 39 040 299501 - tel. + 39 347 7838110
info@agriturismohermada.it 
www.agriturismohermada.it

AGRIRISTORO ANTONIČ Ceroglie – Cerovlje, 44 tel. e fax +39 040 299798 - tel. +39 340 5847185
antannam@libero.it - www.kmetijaantonic.it

CASA KLARČEVA – KLARČEVA HIŠA Ceroglie – Cerovlje, 13 tel. e fax +39 040 299442 - tel. +39 333 2736552
info@fabec.it - www.fabec.it

LA MEZZALUNA*** malchina – mavhinje, 54/a tel. e fax +39 040 291529  
info@mezzalunanet.it - www.mezzalunanet.it

AGRITURISMO LA MADRUGADA malchina – mavhinje, 22/f tel: +39 339 5338782 - +39 349 3029088
www.kerin.it - kerinbio@gmail.com

FRUŠKE medeazza – medjevas, 7 tel. +39 040 208375 - +39 333 3649175
fruske1@alice.it

LUPINC *** Prepotto – Praprot, 11/B tel. + 39 040 200848 - tel. + 39 345 57171274
info@lupinc.it - www.lupinc.it

TERRA DEL CARSO 
KRAŠKA ZEMLJA***

San Pelagio – Šempolaj, 28/B tel. e fax +39 040 201056 - tel. +39 328 9633243 
terradelcarso@gmail.com - www.agriturismiradovic.it

CAMPING SITES
NAME STREET ADDRESS CONTACTS
CAMPING VILLAGE MARE
PINETA BAIA SISTIANA

Sistiana – Sesljan, 60/D tel. +39 040 299264 - fax +39 040 299265
info@marepineta.com - www.marepineta.com

CAMPEGGIO AGRITURISTICO CARSO aurisina Cave – nabrežina Kamnolomi, 55 tel. +39 339 5472401 - fax +39 040 200459
info.campingcarso@gmail.com
www.campingcarso.com






